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Abstract: Keratoconus (KTC) is a noninflammatory disorder characterized by progressive thinning, corneal deformation, 

and scarring of the cornea. The pathological mechanisms of this condition have been investigated for a long time. In 

recent years, this disease has come to the attention of many research centers because the number of people diagnosed 

with keratoconus is on the rise. In this context, solutions that facilitate both the diagnostic and treatment options are 

quickly needed. The main contribution of this work is the implementation of an algorithm that is able to determine whether 

an eye is affected or not by keratoconus. The KeratoDetect algorithm analyzes the corneal tomography of the eye using 

Image Processing which is able to extract and learn the features of a keratoconus eye. The Convolution Neural Network 

(CNN) is used for the classification of keratoconus eye and normal eye. The results show that the KeratoDetect algorithm 

ensures a high level of performance, obtaining an accuracy of 91.38% on the data set. KeratoDetect can assist the 

ophthalmologist in rapid screening of its patients, thus reducing diagnostic errors and facilitating treatment. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

 

The cornea is the outer layer of the eye, the surface covering the front of the eye. The structural and repair properties of 

the cornea are essential for its function such as protecting the inner contents of the eye, maintaining the shape of the eye, 

and achieving light refraction.  The cornea is composed of proteins and cells, and does not contain blood vessels unlike 

most tissues in the human body. The existence of blood vessels may affect its transparency, which in turn may affect the 

proper light refraction, hence worsening vision. Because there are no blood vessels that supply nutrients in the cornea, 

tears and an aqueous liquid provide nutrients to the cornea. Keratoconus is a noninflammatory condition characterized by 

progressive thinning, deformation, and scarring of the cornea. The pathological mechanisms of keratoconus have been 

investigated for a long time. Both the genetic and environmental factors have been associated with the disease, but in 

recent years, a new theory emerges that keratoconus could also have an inflammatory component.  At early stages the 

Symptoms of Keratoconus are similar to those any of Refractive Defect of eye so early detection of disease is hard. The 

figure shows difference between Normal eye and Keratoconus effected eye. Imbalance of enzymes with in Cornea results 

in Weakening of corneal tissues which leads to Keratoconus. This imbalance makes more susceptible causing Cornea 

weakening and bulge forward. The cone deformation reduces the visual accuracy. Optical coherence tomography (OCT) 

is being increasingly used as a tool in the diagnosis and management of keratoconus. Since its conception in the 1990s, 

optical coherence tomography (OCT) has become an important non‐invasive, high resolution, imaging modality in the 

assessment of the cornea and anterior segment.  Images and measurements of corneal thickness, and in particular, 

epithelial thickness, may be important in diagnosing early cases, and following procedures such as intrastromal corneal 

ring segments, corneal transplants and corneal collagen cross‐linking. 

 

2. LITERATURE SURVEY  

 

1.Automated Detection and Measurement of Corneal Haze and Demarcation Line in Spectral-Domain Optical 

Coherence Tomography Images   

This system proposes the first method that employs image analysis and machine learning to automatically detect and 

measure corneal haze and demarcation line presence and depth in OCT images. The automated method provides the user 

with haze statistics as well as visual annotation, reflecting the shape and location of the haze and demarcation line in the 
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cornea. Our experimental results demonstrate the efficacy and effectiveness of the proposed techniques vis-a-vis manual 

measurements in a much faster, repeatable, and reproducible manner.  

2. A Novel Technique for Robust and Fast Segmentation of Corneal Layer Interfaces Based on Spectral-Domain 

Optical Coherence Tomography Imaging 

A novel approach to segment corneal layer interfaces using optical coherence tomography images is presented. C 

Validation based on 20 B-scan images from 60 volumes shows that three-layer interfaces in each image can be segmented 

within 0.52 s with an average absolute layer interface error below 5.4 µm. Compared with an existing method, the system 

is able to yield significantly better or similar accuracy at a higher speed with inferior software environment. From the 

validation experiments based on images from normal human subjects, images with keratoconus and images with laser in 

situ keratomileusis flap, this showed that the proposed customized Hough transform for circles can represent the corneal 

layer interfaces more accurately. On the other hand, Kalman filtering can handle the heavy noise exhibited in the image, 

and can be adapted to shape variation in order to be closer to the real-layer interfaces. 

3. Statistical Modelling of Optical Coherence Tomography Images by Asymmetric Normal Laplace Mixture Model   

In this paper, a new statistical model is introduced for retinal layers in healthy OCT images. This model, namely 

asymmetric Normal Laplace (NL), fits well the advent of asymmetry and heavy tailed in intensity distribution of each 

layer. Besides, due to the layered structure of retina, a complete mixture model is addressed to model the whole layers 

together. It is proposed to evaluate the fitness criteria called Kull-back Leibler Divergence (KLD) and chi-square test 

along visual results. The results express the well performance of proposed model in fitness of data except for 6th and 7th 

layers. Using a complicated model, e.g. a mixture model with two components, seems to be appropriate for these layers. 

The mentioned process for train images can then be devised for a test image by employing the Expectation Maximization 

(EM) algorithm to estimate the values of parameters in mixture model. 

 4. Segmentation and Quantification for Angle-Closure Glaucoma Assessment in Anterior Segment OCT 

In this paper, a data driven approach is proposed for automatic AS-OCT structure segmentation, measurement and 

screening. This technique first estimates initial markers in the eye through label transfer from a hand labeled exemplar 

dataset, whose images are collected over different patients and AS-OCT modalities. These initial markers are then refined 

by using a graph-based smoothing method that is guided by AS-OCT structural information. These markers facilitate 

segmentation of major clinical structures, which are used to recover standard clinical parameters. These parameters can 

be used not only to support clinicians in making anatomical assessments, but also to serve as features for detecting anterior 

angle closure in automatic glaucoma screening algorithms. Experiments on Visante AS-OCT and Cirrus HDOCT datasets 

demonstrate the effectiveness of this approach.   

5. Speckle Reduction in 3-D Optical Coherence Tomography of Retina by AScan Reconstruction  

A new method for speckle reduction in 3-D OCT. The proposed method models each A-scan as the sum of underlying 

clean A-scan and noise. Based on the assumption that neighbouring A-scans are highly similar in the retina, the method 

reconstructs each A-scan from its neighbouring scans. In the method, the neighbouring A-scans are aligned/registered to 

the A-scan to be reconstructed and form a matrix together. Then low rank matrix completion using bilateral random 

projection is utilized to iteratively estimate the noise and recover the underlying clean A-scan. The proposed method is 

evaluated through the mean square error, peak signal to noise ratio and the mean structure similarity index using high 

quality line-scan images as reference. Experimental results show that the proposed method performs better than other 

methods. In addition, the subsequent retinal layer segmentation also shows that the proposed method makes the automatic 

retinal layer segmentation more accurate. The technology can be embedded into current OCT machines to enhance the 

image quality for visualization and subsequent analysis such as retinal layer segmentation. 

 

3.GAP ANALYSIS 

 

In [1] The major challenge that the researchers face is the non-availability of spontaneous expression data. Capturing 

spontaneous expressions on images and video is one of the biggest challenges ahead. As noted by Sebe et al., if the 

subjects become aware of the recording and data capture process, their expressions immediately loses its authenticity. To 

overcome this they used a hidden camera to record the subject’s expressions and later asked for their consents. But moving 

ahead, researchers will need data that has subjects showing spontaneous expressions under different lighting and 

occlusion conditions. For such cases, the hidden camera approach may not work out. Asking subjects to wear scarves and 

goggles while making them watch emotion inducing videos and subsequently varying the lighting conditions is bound to 

make them suspicious about the recording that is taking place which in turn will immediately cause their expressions to 

become unnatural or semi authentic. Although building a truly authentic expression database is extremely challenging, a 

semi-authentic expression database can be built fairly easily.  
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In [2] Here it is not invariant to rotations. The size of the features increases exponentially with the number of neighbors 

which leads to an increase of computational complexity in terms of time and space. The structural information captured 

by it is limited. Only pixel difference is used, magnitude information ignored. They produce rather long histograms, which 

slow down the recognition speed especially on large-scale face database and under some certain circumstance, they miss 

the local structure as they don't consider the effect of the center pixel. The binary data produced by them are sensitive to 

noise. 

 

In [3] They produce rather long histograms, which slow down the recognition speed especially on large-scale face 

database and under some certain circumstance, they miss the local structure as they don't consider the effect of the center 

pixel. The binary data produced by them are sensitive to noise. Aiming at these problems, we proposed centralized binary 

pattern (CBP) operator. CBP operator has several advantages. It reduces significantly the histograms' dimensionality by 

comparing pairs of neighbors in the operator.  It considers the center pixel point's effect and gives it the largest weight, 

thus improving discrimination. By modifying the sign function of existing LBP operator, it decreases the white noise's 

influence on face images. Moreover, for the purpose of improving the robustness to small perturbation (deformation) of 

expressional images, we introduced image Euclidean distance (IMED) and embedded it in CBP. Experiments on two 

well-known facial expression databases demonstrate that the proposed method outperforms other modern approaches and 

show that IMED can enhance the performance of CBP in facial expression recognition. 

 

In [4] As with any technology, there are potential drawbacks to using facial recognition, such as threats to privacy, 

violations of rights and personal freedoms, potential data theft and other crimes. There's also the risk of errors due to 

flaws in the technology. Especially, HOG shows good performance for human detection. However, it has a disadvantage 

that is very sensitive to image rotation. Therefore, HOG is not good choice for classification of textures or objects which 

can often be detected as rotated image. Massive data storage burden. The ML technology used in face detection requires 

powerful data storage that may not be available to all users. Detection is vulnerable. 

 

In [5] In SVM choosing an appropriate Kernel function (to handle the non-linear data) is not an easy task. It could be 

tricky and complex. In case of using a high dimension Kernel, you might generate too many support vectors which reduce 

the training speed drastically. Algorithmic complexity and memory requirements of SVM are very high. You need a lot 

of memory since you have to store all the support vectors in the memory and this number grows abruptly with the training 

dataset size. One must do feature scaling of variables before applying SVM. SVM takes a long training time on large 

datasets. Difficult to interpret: SVM model is difficult to understand and interpret by human beings unlike Decision Trees. 

Moreover, for the purpose of improving the robustness to small perturbation (deformation) of expressional images, we 

introduced image Euclidean distance (IMED) and embedded it in CBP. Experiments on two well-known facial expression 

databases demonstrate that the proposed method outperforms other modern approaches and show that IMED can enhance 

the performance of CBP in facial expression recognition. 

 

4. METHODOLOGY 

The primary steps involved in Image Processing are:  

 

 
1. Image Pre Processing: Image pre-processing is an operation on images at the lowest level of abstraction whose aim 

is an improvement of the image data that suppress undesired distortions for further processing. The input images contain 

very low intensity values. Haze removal algorithm is employed here to remove the noise and to increase the intensity 

values. This step increases the visibility of the image. 
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2. Image Enhancement: Image Enhancement is the process of adjusting digital images so that the results are more 

suitable for future image analysis. In this model, we are employing Histogram Equalization Technique, sobel method to 

obtain image gradient.  Gabor filter encodes edges while constructing the filter, orientation of the edges can be specified. 

3. Image Segmentation: Image Segmentation is the process of partitioning a digital image into multiple segments. The 

goal of segmentation is to simplify the representation of an image into something that is more meaningful and easier to 

analyses. In this project, graph cut method is used to segment the cornea. The foreground cut is corneal layer, the 

background cut is the remaining part. 

4. Feature Extraction: In image processing, feature extraction starts from an initial set of measured data and builds 

derived values intended to be informative and non-redundant, facilitating the subsequent learning and generalization 

steps, and leading to better interpretations. The required features such as cornea thickness, curvature are extracted from 

the image. These parameters are used to train the machine and classify the image data as affected or not. 

 

Input Image: The input image is taken from the pi camera which is connected to the Raspberry pi kit for the processing 

of the emotion recognition.  

Image Pre-processing: Image pre-processing includes the removal of noise and normalization against the variation of 

pixel position or brightness.  

• Haze Removal 

• Dark Channel Prior 

Image Enhancement: Image enhancement is the process of adjusting digital images so that the results are more suitable 

for display or further image analysis   

• Histogram Equalization  

Image Gradient or Color Progression: An image gradient is a directional change in the intensity or color in an image. 

The gradient of the image is one of the fundamental building blocks in image processing.  

• Edge Detection 

• Sobel Filter 

• Gabor Filters 

Image Segmentation: It is common to only be interested in a certain region of an image therefore segmentation 

techniques may be employed. 

• Graph Cut Method 

 

5. ALGORITHMS 

1 Haze Removal 

Haze (or fog, mist, haze and other atmospheric phenomena) is a main degradation of outdoor images, weakening both 

colors and contrasts. Haze is naturally an atmospheric effect. And it is the combination of air light and attenuation process. 

Air light increases the whiteness of the image and attenuation effect reduces the contrast. When increasing the distance 

from the image the clarity of the image automatically reduces. In order to increase the clarity of the image we perform 

the Haze removal or dehazing techniques. Haze and fog are an atmospheric effect, but they are different: fog is thick and 

opaque effect while haze is thin and translucent effect. 

2 Histogram Equalization  

Histogram processing is the act of altering an image by modifying its histogram. 

3 Sobel Filter  

The Sobel Method calculates the gradient for each pixel within an image in order to determine boundaries within an 

image. 

4 Graph cut method 

The user is able to draw a polygon around the region of interest to highlight the foreground and the image is then iteratively 

segmented. The graph cut method was extended by using an iterative process to segment foreground regions from the 

background, simplify the process of segmentation with minimal user engagement, also utilizing the use of border matting 

for estimation of alpha matte around an object’s boundary.          

5 CNN  

A convolutional neural network has attracted great attention in the field of complex tasks, mainly in image recognition. 

They were specifically designed to handle images as inputs, as they act in local receptive fields performing a convolution 

process. However, understanding the working principle of convolutional neural networks may not be an easy task, 

especially for beginners in the area of computational intelligence. The popularity of CNNs has increased dramatically 

with them being used by researchers to tackle a broad range of image and voice recognition problems. The use of pertained 

implementations of CNNs gives the potential for applying them to a variety of problem areas without having to train a 

CNN from scratch.                   
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6. RESULT  

 

In this project, a new automated solution is performed that employs customized image processing and machine learning 

methods to detect and measure corneal thickness in OCT images for the detection of the keratoconus disorder. The 

experimental results highlighted the effectiveness and efficiency of the automated solution, which enables 

ophthalmologists to obtain fast, accurate and objective information on corneal haze. The proposed solution has the 

promise to be employed as standardized method of care for keratoconus detection of individual patients or in aggregate 

data for the purpose of longitudinal studies and may improve clinical decision making after corneal surgeries such as 

cross-linking.                     

 

7. CONCLUSION 

 

The main advantage of the proposed algorithm is that it can be used as an integrated part of the diagnostic process. From 

the obtained results, we can conclude that the proposed Keratoconus Detection algorithm ensures a high level of 

performance. The main contribution of this work is the development and integration in the diagnostic process of an 

assistant software to help the ophthalmologist. Machine learning algorithms have the potential to interrupt classical 

medical screening programs, being able to provide diagnostics in a very short time as well as helping to increase patient 

care and comfort.The contribution of this project consists in applying a machine learning mechanism to keratoconus 

disease detection. The high level of performance can come to help the medical staff in correctly diagnosing keratoconus. 

Thus, after the ophthalmological consultation, the corneal tomography is applied as an input to the already trained neural 

network, and this will determine whether the patient is suffering from keratoconus or not. By optimizing the parameters 

associated with the convolutional neural network, the accuracy of the proposed algorithm was increased for the test set. 

The implemented algorithm processes optical coherence tomographies and classifies them into two categories, detecting 

patterns specific to the keratoconus pathology. In conclusion, this work presents the development of a screening tool 

based on a learning algorithm that automatically detects the keratoconus disease based on corneal tomographies.  
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